General Information:

For decades, scholarly monographs/edited books have been relegated to a peripheral, if not absent role in evaluation studies and procedures, although positive changes are now taking effect.

In recent years we have seen an increase in quantitative as well as qualitative research activity surrounding the book -- i.e., edited books, chapters, monographs, textbooks. Still, with many issues related to data access, metadata accuracy, the business of publishing, changes in publishing formats (e.g., open access; electronic publishing) and peer review standards, the evaluation community has more to learn.

This aim of this special interest group workshop is to stimulate further research concerning the "book" whereby original datasets, methods, and measures produce more informative insights for research and education policy.
Registration:

Registration for the event is free, but necessary for planning purposes. Participants must attend with their own financial support, or support granted through ENRESSH-COST. Register attendance at Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/2155146188086593/. If you are not connected to Facebook, register by contacting Alesia Zuccala (a.zuccala@hum.ku.dk).

Accommodation in Copenhagen:

HOTEL CHRISTIAN V  
Rating 8.6/10 (on Booking.com)  
Price for two nights: 306 Euros  
Nearest S-train or Metro: Kongens Nytorv Metro Station

BABETTE GULDSMEDEN  
Rating: 8.6/10 (on Booking.com)  
Price for two nights: 293 Euros  
Nearest S-train or Metro: Kongens Nytorv Metro Station

IBSENS HOTEL  
Rating 8.2/10 (on Booking.com)  
Price for two nights: 257 Euros  
Nearest S-train or Metro: Nørreport Station

HOTEL ASTORIA  
Rating: 7.3/10 (on Booking.com)  
Price for two nights: 209 Euros  
Nearest S-train or Metro: Copenhagen Central Station

WAKEUP COPENHAGEN (BORGERGADE)  
Rating: 7.9/10 (on Booking.com)  
Price for two nights: 175 Euros  
Nearest S-train or Metro: Kongens Nytorv Metro Station

CABINN CITY  
Rating: 7.7/10 (on Booking.com)  
Price for two nights: 135 Euros per night  
Nearest S-train or Metro: Copenhagen Central Station
Workshop Program I

Monday, 5th of November

Address: University of Copenhagen, South Campus, Njalsgade 76, Room 4A.0.56
(See attached map with walking directions from Islands Brygge metro station)

10h00-12h00: WG meeting
12h00-13h00: Lunch
13h00-13h30: Introduction (Alesia Zuccala)
13h30-14h30: Keynote Speaker: Prof. Adriaan van der Weel. Author of "Changing Our textual minds: Towards a digital order of knowledge". Manchester University Press (Talk Title TBA).
14h30-14h50: When a book is not a book: ideas for an exploratory study (Linda Sile)
14h50-15h10: Book publications are here to stay: can metrics help in evaluating their impact? (Tim Engels)
15h10-15h20: Coffee break and discussion
15h20-15h50: How (not) to evaluate scholarly books: the experience from Poland (Emanuel Kulczycki)
15h50-16h10: Where, what and why: books in the SSH (Geoffrey Williams)
16h10-16h30: Assessing the societal impact of SSH books (Paul Benneworth)

16h30-18h00: Tour of Copenhagen & reception at the Theatre Museum (Gunnar Sivertsen)
20h00-22h00: Welcome dinner (RizRaz Mediterranean on Kompagnistræde 20)
Workshop Program II

Tuesday, 6th of November

Address: University of Copenhagen, Njalsgade 76, Room 4A.0.56

(See attached map with walking directions from Islands Brygge metro station)

09h00-09h20: Scholarly book publishers’ ratings and lists in Finland and Spain. Comparison and assessment of the evaluative potential of merged lists (Jorge Mañana Rodríguez)

09h20-09h40: Open Access and the Nordic Indicator: enemies or friends? (Janne Pölönen)

09h40-10h00: Proposal to Nordforsk for integrating the Nordic List with other development projects (Vidar Røeggen)

10h00-10h40: Coffee break and discussions

10h40-11h00: Bottom up development of indicators for scholarly and hybrid book publications (Jack Spaapen)

11h00-11h20: Classification model of Spanish scientific journals in social sciences and humanities (Elías Sanz-Casado)

11h20-11h40: Assessing the quality of legal scholarship in Italy: two investigations on legal monographs and journals. (Ginevra Peruginelli)

11h40-12h00: On the international register of book publishers (Elea Giménez Toledo)

12h00-14h00: Lunch

14h00-14h20: Take the Islands Brygge metro to the Kongens Nytorv station and walk to the Danish Ministry of Higher Education and Science (Walking route attached below).

14h30-16h30: Ministry meeting (Bredgade 40, Copenhagen)
Walking route from Islands Brygge metro station to Njalsgade 76 - University of Copenhagen, South Campus - Department of Information Studies, Room 4A.0.56
Walking route from Kongens Nytorv metro station to Bredgade 40:
Walking route from Theatre Museum to RizRaz Mediterranean Kompagnistræde 20: